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An answer to Beal’s Conjecture 
-By Francis Thasayyan 

26th Aug’14 

BEAL'S CONJECTURE: If Ax +By = Cz, where A, B, C, x, y and z are positive integers 
and x, y and z are all greater than 2, then A, B and C must have a common prime factor.  

This document explains the simple validity of Beal’s conjecture. 
 
Solution: 
Given that x, y & z are positive integers and greater than 2. 
Assume that A1, B1, & C1 are positive integers which are co-prime. 
We know that for any two positive integers  
 A1x + B1x = C1     ----------------I 
 A1x - B1x = C1  if A1>B1  

By rearranging  A1x = B1x +C1  ----------------II 
 A1x - B1x = -C1  if A1<B1 

By rearranging  A1x+ C1= B1x  ----------------III 
All the three equations are in the form of Ax (+/-) Bx = +/- C 
 
Step1: Multiply equation I with a common factor C1x or its multiples# 
 C1x * A1x + C1x * B1x=C1(x+1) 
 (C1*A1)x + (C1*B1)x=C1 (x+1)   --------------IV 

 
Let A=C1*A1, B=C1*B1, C=C1 & z=x+1 
Since A1, B1, C1 are positive integers, A, B, C are also positive integers. 
Now equation IV can be rewritten as 

Ax + Bx =C z 

If the numbers A, B & C can be factored further then value of x, z will change further to x, 
y & z and the equation can be rewritten as Ax + By =C z 

 
Here it is proved that if Ax + By =C z where A, B, C, x, y, z are positive integers x, y, z are 
greater than 2 then there is a common factor C1 between the three numbers. 
 
Now if we apply the same from step1 to equations II & III we can conclude that Ax + By 

=C z where C1 is the common factor. 
 
Hence from the above we can say that the numbers which are following Beal’s Conjecture 
can be rewritten in the form of Ax +Bx =C or Ax =Bx +C or Ax+ C = Bx 
 
Example1: 
 
Let us assume any 2 numbers say A=7, B=3 & x=4 
 
Now we know that 74+34=2482   
Let us assume a multiplication factor 24824. (We can take multiples of 2482 also. Since 
there is no other common factor between the three numbers, any other factor may not 
result into Beal conjecture). 
Now 74 * 24824+ 34*24824=2482*24824 
 173744+77464=24825  

which is a Beal’s conjecture with a common factor of 24824. 
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Instead of addition if we assume 74-34=2320 
By rearranging we can say that 34+2320=74 

Here we can assume a multiplication factor of 23204 or its multiples.   
Now 34*23204+2320*23204=74*23204 

 69604+23205=162404 

which is a Beal’s conjecture with a common factor of 23204. 
 

Example2: 
 
Let us assume 2 smaller numbers say A=3, B=1 & x=3 
 
Now we know that 33+13=28   
Let us assume a multiplication factor 23*2243.  
Now 33*23*2243+13*23*2243=28*23*2243 
 13443+4483=2244  

which is a Beal’s conjecture with a common factor of 4483. 
 
Instead of addition if we assume 33-13=26 
By rearranging we can say that 13+26=33 

Here we can assume a multiplication factor of 232083 or its multiples.   
Now 13*23*2083+26*23*2083=33*23*2083 

 4163+2084=12483 

which is a Beal’s conjecture with a common factor of 4163. 
 
 

Table-A below shows some examples of conjecture which are satisfying Beal’s criteria (in the 
form of Ax+ By= Cz) and can be rewritten in the form of A1x (+/-) B1x=C1 after division by the 
HCF. We can note that A1, B1 & C1 are co-prime. 

 

Table - A 
 

Sl No Ax+By=Cz form HCF A1x(+/-) B1x= +/-C1 form 

1 274+1623=97 96 13+23=9 

2 33+63=35 33 13+23=9 

3 1443+2883=724 72321 13+23=9 

4 1174+2343=5853 1173 117+23=53 

5 2943+984=4903 983 33+98=53 

6 545+545=9723 545 15+15=2 

7 913+135=1043 133 73+169=83 

8 9613+315=625 315 31+15=25 

9 614+2443=3053 613 61+43=53 

10 914+4553=5463 913 91+53=63 

11 2116+4225=6335 2115 211+25=35 

12 23+23=24 23 13+13=2 

13 323+85=48 85 15+15=2 

14 5123+5123=1284 128343 13+13=2 

15 324+324=87 8444 14+14=2 

16 1524+6083=9123 152323 19+23=33 

17 2425+2426=7265 2425 15+242=35 

18 633+634=2523 633 13+63=43 

19 2733+3643=914 913 33+43=91 

20 653+2603=654 653 13+43=65 
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21 4553+10013=1824 913 53+113=1456 (91 *24) 

22 355+3103=4353 53 420175+623=873 

23 374+1113=1483 373 37+33=43 

24 1274+7623=8893 1273 127+63=73 

25 887+1765=5285 1765 242+15=35 

 
 

Conclusion: 

BEAL'S conjecture Ax +By = Cz, where A, B, C, x, y and z are positive integers and x, y 
and z are all greater than 2, has been derived from the basic expression Ax+/- Bx=C 
where A, B, C & x are positive integers & x>2, by multiplication with a suitable common 
factor. We know that the above expression Ax+/- Bx=C is true for any positive integers & 
therefore Beal’s conjecture is also true for the condition specified. 

 
Contact details: For further clarification if any please contact francis_kt@yahoo.co.in 
 
 
Note: #- Any multiplication factor will not change the results of the equation. But we will not be 

able to form the Beal’s conjecture. Only a set of multiplication factor will leads to the 
formation of Beal’s conjecture. 

 
A, B, C, x, y, z are general terms & hence need not be the same between the two different 
expressions. 
 
A, B, C, x, y, z are assumed to be finite positive integers. 
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